Heart rate turbulence: a new predictor for risk of sudden cardiac death.
Initial acceleration and a subsequent deceleration of sinus rhythm following a ventricular ectopic beat with a compensatory pause has been termed heart rate turbulence (HRT). The changes in sinus rhythm are thought to be mediated by a baroreflex response to the lower stroke volume of the ectopic beat. HRT is vagally mediated and abolished by atropine, whereas beta-blockers have no effect. HRT has been shown to be an independent and powerful predictor of mortality after myocardial infarction. In patients on beta-blockers, it scores better than left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) in its predictive value. Two common measures of HRT are turbulence onset and turbulence slope. When both these measures are abnormal, it is as powerful a predictor of mortality as LVEF. HRT correlates with other indices of cardiac autonomic functions like baroreflex sensitivity and heart rate variability. A composite autonomic index including all these three has been shown to be a powerful predictor of mortality. In patients undergoing direct percutaneous intervention for myocardial infarction, HRT improves in those attaining successful reperfusion. Abnormal values for HRT have been noted in patients with dilated cardiomyopathy and Chagas disease. Diabetic and elderly individuals are more likely to have blunted HRT. HRT cannot be measured in patients lacking ventricular ectopic beats and in patients presenting with atrial fibrillation.